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Item 8.01  Other Events.

On December 4, 2023, CRISPR Therapeutics AG (the “Company”) announced an update on its immuno-oncology pipeline of CRISPR/Cas9 gene-edited 
allogeneic chimeric antigen receptor (“CAR”) T cell product candidates. The Company’s first-generation allogeneic CAR T candidates, CTX110 and 
CTX130, provided important proof of concept that allogeneic CAR T cells can produce durable remissions following a standard lymphodepletion regimen. 
Preliminary data from ongoing clinical trials of its next-generation candidates, CTX112 targeting CD19 and CTX131 targeting CD70, suggest that these 
candidates may improve upon that clinical profile. Emerging pharmacology data, including pharmacokinetics, indicate that the novel potency gene edits in 
CTX112 and CTX131 lead to significantly higher CAR T cell expansion and functional persistence in patients compared to the first-generation candidates. 
In addition, the next-generation candidates exhibit increased manufacturing robustness, with a higher and more consistent number of CAR T cells produced 
per batch. Based on these considerations, the Company is focusing on the development of CTX112 and CTX131 and will be transitioning patients treated 
with CTX110 and CTX130 to long-term follow-up where applicable.

As previously disclosed by the Company, in December 2022, the Company presented data from Part A of the Phase 1/2 clinical trial of CTX110 that 
showed the potential for CTX110 to produce durable complete remissions in heavily pre-treated patients following a standard lymphodepletion regimen. In 
new data updated today, Part B of the trial demonstrated an increased 6-month complete response (“CR”) rate following the inclusion of consolidation 
dosing, as shown in the table below. The safety profile of CTX110 in Part B remained consistent with the positively differentiated safety profile observed in 
Part A.
 

 
 

Part A 
Single dose with optional re-dosing at 

≥DL3 (N=27) 

Part B 
Consolidation dosing at DL4 (N=31) 

ORR 67% 65% 
CR rate 41% 39% 
6-month CR rate 19% 23% 

CTX112 and CTX131 each incorporate two novel gene edits—knock-out of Regnase-1 and transforming growth factor-beta receptor type 2 (“TGFBR2”)—
that have the potential to enhance CAR T potency and reduce CAR T exhaustion. Editing Regnase-1 removes an intrinsic “brake” on T cell function while 
editing TGFBR2 removes a key extrinsic “brake” on T cell anti-tumor activity. CRISPR Therapeutics identified this combination of edits through 
systematic screening of dozens of new and previously described genes. In preclinical studies, these edits synergistically improved potency approximately 
10-fold compared to the first-generation candidates. Clinical trials are ongoing for CTX112 in B-cell malignancies and for CTX131 in solid tumors. The 
Company is producing CTX112 and CTX131 for clinical trials at its internal GMP manufacturing facility.
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